
Integrated management 
of IT infrastructure



This modern solution for IT infrastructure management
Is a series of benefits for companies and institutions

We facilitate the operation of IT organizations, and at the same time we respond to the 
visions and expectations of the management of companies and institutions. 

We help them to save time and money and increase work efficiency.



of people responsible for IT in Polish companies believes 
that the implementation of IT monitoring tools would 
improve the security level in their organizations.
Report “Security. Risk. Availability.”, TNS at the request of HP Poland

Axence nVision® helps me to locate and diagnose problems in the operation of 
the network and individual machines before their users even know that 
something is going wrong. I can check in an instant whether the networks in my 
branches are working without trouble and whether the CPU or memory in any 
of the machines is overloaded.



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THE NETWORK MODULE?

• prevention of costly downtimes by detecting the potential failure 
reasons

• secure server room – humidity and temperature monitoring

• time saving – transparent reports available immediately

• more control over system processes

• better performance of business processes due to comprehensive 
insight into the operation of crucial services



of software installed on corporate machines in 2013 were 
unlicensed copies. This is often not the result of the bad intent 
of companies, but rather of the incorrect management of IT 
licenses and resources. Business Software Alliance (BSA)

The most visible change, which has occurred after the deployment of Axence 
nVision® software, is the time saved through the automation of computer 
inventory taking – now the IT staff can focus on activities more effective than 
manual data input.

a company from eastern Poland is liable to pay a fine of 1,000,000 
USD after more than 200 illegal applications were found installed on 
their machines. Business Software Alliance (BSA)



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THE INVENTORY MODULE?

• improvement in the management of workstations and the easier planning 

of new resources

• comprehensive control over even the most extensive IT infrastructure

• full list of installed/used software, which means fines are avoided

• reduction in the costs of IT department by detection of redundant 

licenses (for unused software)

• quick audits from the level of mobile application

• assistance for the accounting department – register of fixed IT assets



of data leaks is a result of the unauthorized, often the unwitting 
actions of employees.
B2B International and Kaspersky Lab report

After the implementation of Axence nVision® software, user awareness concerning the 
responsible browsing of Web resources and the effective use of computers for 
professional tasks have grown significantly.

Employees spend 1 hour and 11 minutes per day on websites unrelated to their duties. 
At such times they are more exposed to attack. Raport TimeCamp

is the yearly cost of the time which employees spend on shopping websites 
whilst at work. Raport TimeCamp



MORE SECURITY AND LOWER COSTS

• improving the corporate security level: the blocking of dangerous Web 

domains against accidental opening and malware infection

• protecting employees against phishing messages and APT attacks

• optimizing the work organization – knowledge of the time spent on 

specific activities enables the improvement of the business processes

• minimizing the cyberslacking and improving the employees’ performance

• reducing printing costs



of all IT events is related to the human factor, where 6% pertains to 
configuration errors, and the remaining 26% to other employee errors.
Dimension Data report

At any time a user can ask for help in the handling of any function – and I do not need 
to plan a personal visit at some time in the future or try to talk the user through the 
actions on the phone. I estimate that this function alone saved me 44 hours only in the 
last month.

of companies neglect the need of regular software updates, thus increasing 
the risk of an attack on the corporate network.
F-Secure report



QUICK ASSISTANCE AND THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE WORK
OF THE IT DEPARTMENT

• reducing the costs of technical support and saving the time of IT staff

• reducing the amount of costly downtime and increasing the employees’ 
performance

• personnel education – guides how to handle the most common problems

• minimizing the risk of cyber-attack through software gaps – remote 
distribution of software, including updates, to multiple workstations at one 
time

• efficient distribution of important information – messages sent to users 
with option of obligatory confirmation that the message has been read



of Poles declares that they often use private mobile devices for professional 
purposes. Every fifth person is ready to break the corporate security policy 
to do so.
Fortinet Report

As we expected, after the implementation of Axence nVision® the administrators gained 
knowledge about the devices connected to the network. Thanks to DataGuard, it is 
possible to define the access rights to selected data media for individual users. Data 
transferred on USB flash drives are also controlled. 
The entire solution is perfect for integration with Active Directory.

of companies cannot be sure, where their confidential data are located, 
and more than half of them worries that the data can be stolen by 
temporary workers.
Data Security Intelligence Report, performed by Ponemon Institute



PROTECTION AGAINST DATA LEAKAGE AND NETWORK INFECTION

• reducing the risk of strategic data leak through the use of portable storage 

and mobile devices

• protecting the corporate network against viruses automatically installed 

from flash drives or external storage disks

• saving money and time required to restore lost data

• defining the policy of corporate data transfer by employees together with 

appropriate authorizations



How can Axence nVision® help you improve IT infrastructure 
management in your company or institution?

See for yourself!
Install and try now:
www.axence.net/download


